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“Dance like no one is watching…

Email and text like it may one day be 

read aloud in a deposition.”  

Olivia Nuzzi



• Key Differences

o Professional secrecy/confidentiality vs. privilege.

o Privilege may belong to the lawyer, not client.

o Narrower or judge-run discovery.

o May not protect communications with in-house counsel.

o Scope of privilege afforded to internal investigations.

Privilege Globally
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Article 9.2(b) specifically refers to the power of a tribunal to exclude 

from evidence or production any document on the grounds of 

"legal impediment or privilege under the legal or ethical rules 

determined by the Arbitral Tribunal to be applicable" (Article 

9.2(b)). 

Article 9.3 contains criteria that a tribunal may take into account 

when considering "issues of legal impediment or privilege 

…insofar as permitted by any mandatory legal or ethical rules that 

are determined by it to be applicable", including any need to 

protect the confidentiality of a document "made in connection with 

and for the purpose of providing or obtaining legal advice".

IBA Rules on Taking of Evidence
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Privilege in International Arbitration

• Privilege law differs—particularly with regard to the role 

of in-house counsel

• Options:

o Law of the seat?

o Law where the client is domiciled?

o Law where the lawyer practices?

o Law where the advice was rendered?

o “Level up,” “level down”?  
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Whether emails between legal counsel for companies owned by the Claimants and 

representatives of bondholders who were not parties to the arbitration were subject 

to lawyer-client privilege and common interest privilege.

The Tribunal held that: 

The concept of lawyer-client privilege has been "widely accepted in international 

and comparative law", and has been applied by international tribunals without 

reference to rules of domestic law;  

In general terms, lawyer-client privilege protects communications that are (i) 

confidential; (ii) exchanged between a lawyer and their client; and (iii) for the 

purpose of giving or receiving legal advice;

In relation to common interest privilege, the Tribunal found that in general terms it 

will only arise in the context of communications covered by lawyer-client privilege 

that have been shared with third parties.

While accepting the application of the concepts of privilege generally, the Tribunal 

went on to find that on the facts of this case none of the relevant documents were 

protected by lawyer-client privilege because they were not for the purpose of giving 

or receiving legal advice. 

Carlos Rios y Francisco Javier Rios v Chile
ICSID Procedural Order, 2018
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• U.S.  

• Strong privilege and work product protections serve to counteract 

its broad discovery rules.

• U.S. courts generally view privilege issues to be questions of 

substantive law.

• But note, U.S. courts view work product as a procedural matter, 

and the work product law of the forum will apply. 

• U.K. 

• Privilege is viewed as a substantive right. 

• U.K. courts treat it as a procedural question and apply the 

privilege law of the forum in choice of law analysis.

Privilege in Common Law Jurisdictions
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• Limited document discovery results in more limited 

privilege and confidentiality protections.

• In civil litigation, each party is generally expected to 

marshal its own evidence.

• Privilege and confidentiality are doctrines arising from 

the civil law jurisdictions’ concept of professional 

secrecy, which is itself enshrined in criminal codes and 

ethical rules. 

• Privilege is treated as a matter of procedural law

Civil Law Jurisdictions
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“[A]n in-house lawyer cannot, whatever guarantees he 

has in the exercise of his profession, be treated in the 

same way as an external lawyer, because he occupies 

the position of an employee . . . .”

Akzo Nobel Chemicals and Akcros Chemicals v. Commission

2007 E.C.R. II-03523 (2010)

Privilege in the EU
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• The Akzo case involved an investigatory 

procedure commonly used by the EC: dawn raids. 

• Limited to investigations by the European 

Commission. Otherwise, the law of each EU 

member country will control on privilege.

• Waiver: Communication between an in-house 

attorney in the U.S. and a corporate executive in 

Europe disclosed in European court after a dawn 

raid might not be privileged because the 

confidentiality will have been breached.

Notes on Akzo
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• Volkswagen hired Jones Day to conduct internal investigation into the 2015 emissions 

testing

• Investigation covered activities at VW and at subsidiary, Audi

• Engagement agreement was only between VW and Jones Day

• Munich prosecutors raided Jones Day offices, took documents

relating to Audi

• German Federal Constitutional Court held documents were not protected by the ACP 

because no attorney-client relationship between Jones Day and Audi

• U.S. based Jones Day was held to be unable to lodge a constitutional complaint under the 

German constitution at all, for being neither a domestic nor an EU legal entity, among 

other things as it did not demonstrate an effective place of management within Germany 

or the EU.

Who is the Client?
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• “[A]ny communications touching base with the United States will be 

governed by the federal discovery rules while any communications 

related to matters solely involving [a foreign country] will be 

governed by the applicable foreign statute.” 

• Considerations:

o Whether communications involved U.S. lawyers.

o Whether client was U.S. resident attempting to protect a 

right under U.S. law.

o Whether relevant proceedings were in the U.S. 

Wultz v. Bank of China Ltd., 979 F.Supp.2d 479, 489 (S.D.N.Y. 2013).

Which Country’s Law?
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• Civil Procedure Law: Weight of authority indicates that courts and 

government can compel an attorney to testify concerning 

confidential client matters.

o Art. 70 of Civil Procedure Law requires individuals to 

provide testimony at court’s request. 

• Criminal Procedure Law: Criminal defense attorneys have right to 

keep in confidence information learned from the client during 

representation.  

• Unclear whether attorney’s right to refuse to testify in criminal 

litigation is also applicable to civil and administrative litigations. 

• Chinese law is developing in this area.  In practice, it is rare for 

privileged information to be disclosed in civil court proceeding 

because of limitations on all discovery. 

Privilege in China
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• Internal investigation conducted by in-house counsel of 

bank in China

• Held not privileged in SDNY civil suit:

o Court held Chinese law applied 

o China does not recognized attorney-client privilege

o Even if U.S. law applied, privilege would not attach 

because

in-house lawyers in China are not licensed attorneys

Wultz v. Bank of China Ltd.
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“To the extent BOC has claimed privilege over 

communications from, to and among members of 

legal or other departments who are not licensed 

attorneys, the attorney-client privilege does not 

apply.”

Wultz v. Bank of China Ltd., 979 F.Supp.2d 479, 489 (S.D.N.Y. 2013).

Applying United States Law
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How to Think About Communications
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• Need to get deal done v. need to protect self in case of future 

litigation.

• If lawyer is giving legal advice, ensure that is clear (as opposed to 

business advice).

• Keep number of people involved in sensitive aspects of deals as 

small as possible.  

• WebEx and other tools allow screen sharing and for multiple 

parties to view and edit a document. 

• Use zoom / phone. 

Business Counsel v. Litigator Counsel
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• Plan for the least protective law to apply. 

• At the outset, assess what privilege law may apply and plan 

accordingly. 

• In investigations, assume interview memos and other fact-

gathering work product will not be protected. 

• Do not email, save versions, or otherwise create copies of the 

document until it is final. 

• Use technology: WebEx and other tools allow screen sharing and 

for multiple parties to view and edit a document. 

• Use zoom / phone. 

Internal Investigation
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• Use local, licensed outside 

counsel for sensitive matters.

• Clearly mark privileged files 

and file separately to avoid 

confusion in dawn raid.

• Warn in-house counsel against 

summarizing/annotating 

outside counsel 

communications.

• Circulate sensitive materials 

among a small group. Warn 

against sharing more broadly.

• Minimize written 

communications to EU-based 

in-house counsel on matters 

historically the subject of 

Commission investigations.

• Include choice of law in 

contracts and specify preferred 

privilege rules. 

• Use licensed in-house counsel 

and ensure in-house counsel 

don’t mix legal and business in 

communications.

Additional Tips
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• Civil law systems generally prohibit pre-testimonial 

communication.

• Common law systems generally permit pre-testimonial 

communication.

Witness Communication
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In Guernsey...

• Witness “coaching” is prohibited.

o No mock questions or preparation based on facts of the 

case.

• Witness “familiarization” is permitted.

o Courtroom format and procedures.

o Tips for effective testimony.

o Mock cross exams based on unrelated issues and 

content.

Witness Communication
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• Treatment of inadvertent disclosures.

• Preservation and ensuring client compliance.

• Production process.

Discovery
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• Most jurisdictions are more permissive than U.S. 

conflicts rules.

• Informal, custom-based, lax enforcement.

• Often no imputation of conflicts.

Conflicts of Interest
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• May only cover information communicated by the client 

or learned from other sources.

• Doesn’t always cover in-house counsel.

• Applicability of crime-fraud exception.

• Could cover communications with opposing counsel.

Confidentiality
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• Ex parte communications may be appropriate in some 

countries.

• Contingent fees are banned in many European 

countries.

• Payment of fact witnesses.

Other Examples
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Questions?
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